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STRC-CTURE OF XSD BOSDISG IS I.;-CYCLOOCTADIESE-DG’ROQUISOSE- 

SICKEL= 

Schrauzcr and Th>Tetl-’ hzrt-e recenti>- synthesized and characterized from 
spectral and magnetic measuremats his-duroquinone-nicke1, and a number of 
derivatfves in xvhich one duroquinone is replaced b>- various diolefinic groups. On 
the basis of the uitrax-iofet spectra of thtse complcss, Schrauza and Thyret’ con- 
cludrd that the +-mmet? of his-duroquinone-nick!(o) is &, and therefore that 
the nickel is square pianar ji.2.. tile Tao sets of do*ubie bonds are paraIM) in the com- 
pies_ _-Uthough no direct predictions of the configurations of I,+ZJ-clooctadiene- 
duroquinone-nickel or other mono-dcroquinone-nickel compleses were made1-J. it is 

eqxcted that thee cIoseI\- r&ted compounds Should possess a knilnr conformation. 
Our sulwxluenr $ngIc crystal S-ray investigation of the r,s-cyclooctadiene-duro- 
qtinune-nickel complex. hence. was undertaken to confirm or dispror-r the c_sistence 
of a square planar “zeros-&x-a a nickel in these compl~sc~ and to obtain detailed 
information about the deformation of the ligantls due to their interaction with the 
nick&. Of further interest is that IIO _X-ra~- ans:ysis of R metal complesed with duro- 
quinone h&as bwn reported_ 

Ct-\rtaL;. of c?-cloocincli~tle-duroquitlone-nicl;t-! (SiC,,H,,O,, wxe gentrousI~ 
mppiied to us b>- Dr. %HRar-ZER. The &wit\- was obtrrinxl b\- the flotation method. 
_-\. deep-red, needk like crystal of dimensions 0.05 c-222 ;.. 0.03 cm ;.I 0.03 cm was 
chosen for obtaining inten_;it>- dara and aligwd wirh the 0.95 cm needle axis as the 
roation asis. 

5isteen layers of muitipl&In equi-inclination \\-eisenber.~ drtta (M-0 to hkrg), 

containing 1757 indepsdent difiraction masima. were obtained with MO-K, radiation_ 
_%fter Lorentz-polarization and spot csts-nsion corrections j_ these data were correlated 
and merged 1-k least square~P with iso I.orenrz-po!nrizatic,n correcred diffraction 
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maxima obtained from multiple-esposure precession photo>mphs of reciprocal layers 
itol. hd. lrd, and oki. -4 final total of ISSO independent structure amplitudes w-en 
placed on a common scale with a weighted reliabilit\- indes of 4-2 :.A_ Lattice constants 
were determined from precession photoFaphs_ The Weissenberg and precession 
intensity data were visually estimated by comparison with calibrated standard strips. 
Xbsorptlon corrections were neglected due to the low absorption coefficient (,u Rmoz = 
0.2). The standard deviations of the structure amplitudes [i-e_, i F,, i’ - I(/dd),~ were 
stimated according to the following scheme: 
If I(lt,W, < ~0 I(Akl),r,, then cs(i F,, i) = j F,, ; ~I(hkZ),tn/~5 I(hk~),]~. 
If I(M#, 2 d/IO I(kM),in. then G(: F,, i) = i F. j,ho. 

The unit cell is monoclinic with R = I.+.z~ 2 0.05 _& b = 7-95 & 0.03 _%, c = 
r.+_17 i 0.05 _A, and p = 94’27’ 5 IO’. The esperimental density of I_++ g/cc is in 
acceptable agreement with the \-aluc of 1_3- , g/cc calculated for four molecuies per 
unit cell. 

The s>-sternatic absence of Jr + I = 2~ + I for Idol data indicates the probabIe 
space groups PN and Pa/x. The structura1 determination showed the correct space 
soup to be P~jrr. The four moIecuIes were found to be on two-fold ases with the four 

nickel atoms thereby- in the two sets of special two-fold positions: *(I/G, _v, I/+j and 
i(3/4. _Y, I/$_ ,411 carbon atoms are in the general four-fold set of positions: _i(s, iv, 2; 
I/Z - s, ,v, I/Z - =j. Tl le ‘uymmetric unit, hence, comprises two haIf-moIecules. 

In addition to the C,a-~,iwz Laue s\-mmetrv required in the monocIinic system, 
the S-ra>- photocqaphs aIs0 rel-eaIed two qzrns?-mirror planes normal to the (z and c 
crystaIIo_graphic ases. which \\-ere esplained by the final structure. 

The +olution of a calculated three-dimensional Patterson s>-nthesis resulted in 
the placing of two nicke1 atoms not r&ted by cr>-stallo~~aphic sl-mmetry at the 
fractional coordinates. x1 = o-75, -\‘1 = 0.29. z1 = 0.25 and s, = 0.25, y2 = 0.059, 
z2 = 0.25. The two independent nickel positions with an s separation of 0.5 and the 
same L coordinate require that either the actual space soup is Pn and the asymmetric 
unit consists of two molecules, or the correct space group is Pzjn and both nickel 
atoms are Iocated on z-fold axes. If the Iatter is true, it is necessar>- to determine 
atomic positions corresponding io two half-molecules. Since a Fourier map based 
upon only the phases o f heavy atoms wi11 possess the symmetry of the heal->- atoms in 
the unit cell regardIess of the true symmetq-, this first approximation to the ekctron 
density distribution may have a number of extra “image“ peaks if PII. is the true space 
group. -4 three-dimensional Fourier s>-nthesis phased only on the nickel atoms V-S 
computed, and no extra peaks wrc observed. Examination of the map Gelded the 
-22 non-hydrogen peaks required for the two half-molecules. The pe<aks corresponding 
to the tw’o asymmetric oxygen atoms were readily distinguished on the b&s of peak 
heights, chemical conformation, and cktances between peaks. 

X three-dimensional isotropic least-squares refinement based on the spacegroup 
PZ/ZI resulted in discrepancy factors of R, = [Z i: F,, ! - ; Fe i! / 22 i F. 13 x IOO = 
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12.3 3-b and R, = :(2x if F,, i - ; Fc ii’)liZ/l(.Z~: i F, i’)c=j x 100 = 15.0 sO_ In order 

to ascertain the possible presence of systematic error in the merging of the inten&>? 
data, two cycles of least-squares refinement with separate scale factors for each \Veis- 

se&erg and precession layer were carried out on the parreters obtained from this 
refinement; no si,gnificant parameter changes were obtained_ 

-1 t>=:xiimensional difference map, in which the atomic contributions of all 
atoms in the positions obtained from the isotropic least-squares refinement were 

subtracted out, showed no areas of residual electron density except for that in the 
vicinity of the nickel atoms, which was attributed to anisotropy of the heavy atoms. 
fn order to cornpen-sate for this effect with 2 ‘minimum use of computer time. we ha\-e 
mod&xl the BGng-Martin-Levy- full matris least-squaws program; such that aniso- 

tropic refinement of an arbitrary number of atoms and isotropic refinement of the 
remaining atoms can be carried out simultaneousIv_ The *utilization of such a refine- 
ment with anisotropic thermal coefficients for the two nickel -.ttoms and kotropic 
temperature factors for the eighteen carbon and two os_gen atoms yielded final 

discrepancy factors of R, = x0.1 “0 and R, = 12.7 “& . A final difference map based on 
thii refinement showce no si,gnificant residual Actron den+-. Since no peaks char- 
acteristic oi hydrogen atoms xvere c!earIy rejol\-ed in the re,gions xhere the>- might be 

txpectcd. no further attempt w;ts made to locate their coordinates. 
Positions and thermal paramttc-rs obtained from the final anisotropic-i_+otropic 

retinement are given in Table I. The structure factors calculated from thtie para- 
meters are G-ted with observed structure factors (with phxes based on those of the 
cakuhtcd structure factors) in Table -7. Bond Iengths and amgles, calcuiared with the 

13ir~in~-3Inrri;l-Lt~~~- ORFFE pro>Tam with errors obtained from the full inverse 
matris. are !&ted in Tables 3 and _r.The Fourier maps were cakulated on the CDC 1604 

wit!1 ;L prontS _ =-w-P wri;tcn bv J_ &-or-ST of this iaboratorl-. 
The Smith iepst-zqu2re.i plane progr:Lmll w’;l~ utiliz4 to obtain the equations 

of .-b~~;t” plancri formed by s\-cral sci~i of atoms and tht prrpxxlicular dktnncc-s of 
the.ie and othc-r a’com5 from the p!ane5_ c-nit \\-eighting -KR~ uSed in the c:rlcuIation of 
rhc;c plrrne~. The equation of t!w Iea_it+quzxes plane is espressed in orthogonrtl co- 
0rdinzic5 S. I’, and 2, which zre wiattd to the mc,nocIinic cell cctordinxtc~ for er?ch 

;ttom “k” by the trawformarion : Sk = rz.~k -i- - c~c‘os i;. 1-i; = I,r.i-. and %k = c:r;sin $_ 

C_\-cIoi,crndienc-durcsquinone-nickel exists in the solid state as discrete mono- 

meric moftcules with i-ac!l molecule (l;‘i~_ I j con&tin, = of a nickel atom sandwiched 
between a boat-form I .s-cyc!ooctadknc rin ,g and a duroquinono ring (ix_, tetra- 
.merhy!-,%benzquinone). Since the :svmmctric unit contains :wo haIf-moiccuk 
[_packtxl in the manner indicated in Fii. 2) , two independent values of each intra- 
molecular bond Ir-n.~gh and ang!e are obtained. Signiiicant dktortions (rid6 iqkz) of 
rhr cl-clooctadiene ring whic!r art wmrnon to each of the independent half-mokcuie~ 
p&it cht pairing of the chemicaI!v equi\-Aent parameters. The atoms are numbered 

such that C(E) and C(Z - 10) are equix-alent atoms (z.g.. bond lengths C(r)-C(Z) and 

Cjrr:-Cfrej zre prc5umed chemicalI>- equi\aIcnt]; C(r j through C(9), O(IO), and X(r) 
belong to the first half-molecule and the remaining atoms to the second half-molecule. 
Of the 29 resulting pairs of common bond lengths and angIes in the two haIf-molecules, 
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TABLE I 

FISAL ATOXIC PARAUETERS WITH STANDARD DEVPATIOSS 

Silt) 
Si(r) 

C(I) 
C(2) 

Ci3) 
C(4) 
C(5) 
C(6) 
C!i) 
C(S) 
C(F)! 
O( 10; 
C(I I! 
C(I2) 

C(I3.i 
CfI-&)! 
C(I5? 
C(llij 
Cir;l 
(‘(18) 
Cjioj 
OjlOj 

o-05.94 
0.2911 

o-3437 
O.ZZiS 

0_2;=jo 

0.3i’S 

-0. 1445 

-o_I~q_I 

-0.166.1 
-O.I=jlT 

-0.1461 
-0.liS9 

0.005’ 
0.1236 
0.116o 

-o.o:so 
0.5011 
O.~OciS 
0.5192 
0.5069 
0.5Ol9 
0.533s 

0_=500 

O.ZpO 

O.IS~6 
0.X+$' 
o.qgS 
02036 
0_13$ 

O-1953 
O.lfiO 

02oqs 

O_X=j” 

0.0603 

0.1345 
0.1076 
0.3013 
0.34ss 
0.066S 
0.1612 
0.2qx 

o-3350 
O__t’S5 
0.2430 

** 
Of 

a* 0. 

5-Q II 

$23 S 
3.i6 9 
6.5s 12 

4-35 9 
2.51 i 

z-39 7 
2.59 7 
4-17 S 
4-33 6 
5.52 II 

3.91 9 
.+.25 9 
6.31 I1 

4.39 9 
2.50 T 

2.31 7 
2.6; i 

-t-‘-c s 

4.02 6 

2 Of 

2 0* 

1-l I-1 

20 IO 

19 9 
26 13 
‘9 9 
15 7 
14 7 
15 7 

19 9 
13 6 

23 II 

x8 9 
19 IO 
1-5 11 

20 9 
15 9 
13 i 
16 i 
19 9 
I2 6 

o-34 
0.27 
0.24 
0.41 
O.‘i 

0.19 
0.1s 
0.10 
0.26 
0.19 

o-33 
0.26 
0.2Y 
o._fo 
0.37 

0.19 

0.18 

0.19 

0.25 

0.1s 

These rwults confirm the equix-alence of the two half-molecules and support 
the estimates of the standard deviations. This discussion henceforth will use onl>- the 

atomic designations of the first molccuk and will in all cases refer to the a\-erage 
value of the: molecu!ar parameters for the two half-molecules with the standard 

deviation of the average gk-en b>- the usual statistical formula for independent 

parameters. 
The t\so sets of parallel double bonds in the cyclooctadiene and duroquinone 

rings are perpendicular so that, if we assume the nickel to be bonded to the four ap- 
proximateI>- equidistant double bond centers, the nickel is in an i&~&z& tetrahedral 
configuration. The dihedral angle between the plane containing the nickel and the 
duroquinone oiefinic midpoints and the plane comprising the nickel and the c-clo- 

Octadionc Olefinic midpoints is essentially; go=_ It should be noted that the assumed 
tetrahedral “zero\-alent” nickel in this complex is isoelectronic with the tetrahedral 

nick4(0~ in Si(CO),lz. Of course, the nickel can be formally considered as forming 

CO\-aIent sigma bonds to each of the eight olefinic carbons, but this resulting eight-fold 

J. Organometal. Chern., 3 (rgG=,) YZOO-2’21 
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TABLE 3 

I~?R_XSCOLECKZ.~~ DISI-ASCES f-i) WITH STASDARD DE\-I.%TIOSS 

For each chemically distinct distznce the two independent ~~-aIues corresponding to the two half- 
moiccules and the aveaxge xaiue arc given. 

C=C &_mds 

C(6) -qsq I_;‘3 5 0.015 

C(x6j)-c(rSq r.3Sg = 0.0x+ 

c-c in?mis 

C(7) 4% r.q;o * o.orq 
Cjfi)-C(IS) x.+37 = O.OIj 

C(6) -4%) I.qj2 * o.org 
C(S6)-c(I~) I_+$~ & o.org 

CH,-C boonds 
C!s! -c(6) I.492 * 0.01; 
C(rgi-C(rq 1.52; & 0.01; 

C(9) -c(S) r.gzr z 0.016 
Cjrgj-qrS) 1_5<+ + 0.016 

C = 0 ho,rds 

C!;) -ago) I.2jl - O.OIj - 
Cjl~)-O~zo) 1.2+2 _’ 0.011 

_l-m-5arding ri,tg dist;? ,?CCS 

C;6) .._C(G; 2.916 _= 0.022 
C(rhi...C(16~~) 1 2.831 - 0.021 
CiS! ___C(SzJ r.s.&s = 0.011 
cjrs)...cjrs*ij 2515 - 0.022 
Ci6\ .._C(S! l.jI3 f O.ori 

c{iti)...c(rs) 2.45; = 0.01; 

I.;01 & 0.010 

1_gxo 2 0.0x= 

I.533 = 0.01 I 

1-137 = 0.009 

Ci=jj _. .C(9ij 2.9gg = 0.021 
C(rji...CjrgI*) ‘-999 = 0.010 

Z-999 2 o.or; 
I 

_\-ox-Eondiq H,C. _ _ 0 di~:m:ccs 

C@ __.O(IO) - LSOI = 0.01s 
cjrg . _ .O(lO) r.Yo9 - 0.01s 

2.805 2 0.013 

C(9) . ..O(ro] 2.SIS 2 0.015 
C~19)...0(20! IA06 = 0.01, 

Y2.s.12 = 0.011 

G-C Ecnds ncn-adjacmt to olejzi< bend 

C(IJ -c(4’j X-563 _. 0.013 

C(rr)-C(r+IIj 1_5;6 = c.012 
I-570 2 0.016 
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TABLE 3 (confirmed) 

Xon-bonding ring disfames 

C(l) - _ _ C(3’) 
C(I2)...C(I3II) 
C(2) *__C(L?I) 
C(I2) .._ C(IGI) 

C(3) .--C(39 
c(r3) ___c(13q 

C(I) . ..C(-d 
C(II)...C(I~) 
C(1) ___C(II) 
c(II)...c(IIII) 

C(4) . _ -WI) 
C(Q) .__C(1+II) 

zgro f o.o=s 

zSg6 5 0.023 
z.gos & o-or7 

3.229 + 0.033 
3 IS1 5 0.03’ 3205 & 0.023 

3-153 2 0.03” 
3_1S7 5 0.034 3-155 * 0.023 

3.066 & 0.02s 
3.04s 5 0.029 3.057 * 0.020 

j.663 5 0.037 
3.735 5 0.037 3.699 & 0.026 

3.166 5 0.041 
3.061 5 O.O;I 3.114 5 o.ozg 

D:rrcqui,to?tc-nickeZ 

X(I)-C(S) z.207 2 O.OIZ 
Si(z)-C(IS) z.=rg - o.or3 1.113 & 0.010 

Si(x)-C(6) z.zjo + 0.01d 
7 Si(z)-C(16) 2.ZQ * 0.0x1 -.- ‘32 5 0.010 

Si(x)-C(i) 2.311 - 0.012 
X(z)-C(17) i 2.314 2 o.ooS z-317 0.010 

Si(I)-Y(x) Z.iOS 
Sif2)-N(2) 2.10g 2.109 

Si(X)-C(3) 2.114 2 0.015 

Si(2)-C(I3) 2.113 = o.org 
2.114 + 0.010 

Si(r)-C(z) Log6 & o-015 
Si(l)-C(17) ‘-0;s + o.or.$ 

z.oS6 = o.oIo 

Si(I)-S(1) I .g+ 

Si(2)-S(2) I .gsj 
r.gg2 

. 

The midpoints of the oiefinic bocds zre designated as follows: 
M(I) I C(S)-C(61) S(1): C(Z)-C(3) 
M(z): C(1S)-C(r6”) S(2) : C(Iz)-C(13) 
Supcrscripr I refers to the position (xi= - =. -7. I!Z -z)_ 
Superscript II refers to the position (3:‘~ --x. 7. 1;: -z)_ 

Fig. I. ‘The configuration 07 I ,g-c~-clooc’adiene-duroquinone-nickel with average bond lengths 

andangles. 

J_ Or,panomcfa!. Chem., 3 (1963) 20o-221 
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lSTR_IJ1OLECCLAR _%SGLES (DEGREES) N-ITH STASDARD DEVIATIOSS 

For each chemiczlI\r distinct angle the two indqpendent \aIues corresponding to the two half- 
mo!ecuIes and the average vaiue zre gix-en’. 

I ‘i-9 = 0.9’ 
x17-0 = 0.9: 
I?2.1 = o.g= 
I21.7 2 0.9: 
I :g_3 = 0.9’ 
120.7 = 0.9’ 

x17.0 2 x.oc 

116.4 5 0.9” 
117-g 2 1.0: 
X1;_9 = o-9= 
120.8 2 0.0: 

r21.g = 1.0: 

122s 2 1.0’ 

12;_3 + 1.0: 

rzo., _* 0.9. 
120.; = 0.9’ 
rzr.+ T_ I-o- 
112.3 +_ 0.9’ 

coordinarion polyhedron of approsimarel>- cubic environment has no precedent in 
that known eight-coordination configurations invariably are based upon less regular 
polyhedra irk_. the dodecahedrai and antiprijmatic arrangements)*3. Hence, both the 
stereochemistc- and electronic con@ration of the presnned “zerovalent” nickel’ in 
Xhese compkses strongly su pport a four-coordinated tetrahedral type sigma-orbital 
tionding representation for the nickel. 



Fig. 2. The pzcking of 1.5~c~~looctadicne-duroquinone-nickel as x-iewed down the cooro: direction. 

These results strongI>- suggest a similar geometr!- of the diolefinic bonds with 
an essentiall_v tetrahedrall>- coordinated nickel in bic>-cloheptadiene-duroquinone- 
nickel, dicyclopentadiene-duroquinone-nickel, c>-clooctatriene-duroquinone-nickel, 
and cyclooctatetraene-duroquinone-nickel. All of the abo\-e compounds, each of 
which has only one duroquinone soup per molecule, have electronic spectra similar 
to that of c>-clooctadiene-duroquinone-nickeP_ It should be noted that no direct 
predictions of the configurations in cyclooctadiene-duroquinone-nickel or the other 
mono-substituted duroquinone-nickel complexes were made by Schrauzer andTh>-reta. 

The distance from the nickel to the olefinic carbon atoms in the cyclooctadiene 
ring is 2.10 L -- 0.01 -4 (ax-_) and to the double bond center is r_gg _%. The corresponding 
nickel-duroquinone distances are 2.~4 5 0.007 _% (av.) and 2.11 _%. Both sets of distan- 
ces are considerably longer than the nickel<arbon distances of r.gS & 0.01 -% and the 
nickel-midpoint distance of 1.sI3 _% reported for a nickel-unconjugated olefinic bond 
in CSH5SiCSHjC,(C0,CH,),1~. The angle formed by the two olefinic midpoints of the 
duroquinone lrith the nickel as the A-ertes is ~zj, whereas the corresponding angle to 
the cvclooctadiene is g1”_ 

-Since no abnormaliy short intermolecular distances are present, the molecular 
crystals are held together primarily b>- van der \\-aals forces; the minimum inter- 
molecular H,C _ _ _ 0 and H,C . . . 0 contact distances of 3.3 _. are approximateI>- equal 
to the normal KU-I der \f’aals distances15. 

J. Orgarron:rta~. Chenr., 3 f.1965) ZOO-ZI 
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The duroquinone fragment of cxystallographic GE s?-mmetry possesses idmZiza 
CZ, s_vmmetry a~ contrasted with the ideaL&d D 2 symmetries of free planar duro 
q&one and quinone, as found from X-ray studies by Hirshfeld d nJ.16 and Trotter’; 
respectiveI>-. The lower symmet~- in the nickel complex is a result of the two carbon>- 
groups bending back away from the nicke1 and the four methyl carbons bending slight. 
I>- toward the nickel. The resultant dihedral angle between the plane of the foui 
central r5r.g carbons and the plane of the carbonyi group and the two carbons to which 
the carbony is atiached is 6’. The bending back of a carbon>--! group in a ring rtpon 
compksing of the ring with a metal has been ob_cer\-ed for several cyclopentadienone 
complexes in which a diene group is coordinated to the metal. These inckde c>-clo- 
pentadien~i-tetrameth~-Ic~-cIopentadienone-cobalt (S’)ls. .-r-cyclopentadieny&tetraki+ 
(trifluoromethyi~cyc~opentadienone-cobalt (zIzjls, and tetr&is(trifiwromethyl~- 
cyclapentadienone-tricarbonyl-iron (16.2’) Is_ The deformation of the carbonyl groups 
in these compounds may be at Ieast partly attributed to the distortions of the G- 

framework of the oiefinic carbons coordinated to the metal; this interaction produces 
an uns\-mmetrical charge distribution thereb>- partially destroying the geometrical 
r&r&ions which the okfinic bond places upon attached substituents. This esplnna- 
tion has been utilized to account for the considerable deformation of the tetrasub- 
stituted unconjugated otefinic .group bonded to nickel in CjHjSiCjHjC~(COICHn)~x~_ 

Of significance is that arthough the duroquinone group a!so functions s a four- 
ekctron donor system to the metai. the resulting interaction dw.s trot ciir&(v inxk~ 
a diene system; the average non-bonding inrramokcular C(6) _ _ _C(S,l distance of z._& 
1 o.or2 -4 for the two half-moiecul~ certainI>- implies little if any direct interaction 
between the two pairs of ol&nic groups escept for that which can occur indirectI>- 
x-ix both the CO and mcrai Iinkages. 

khrauzeP has iuggestcd that these dcx-intions in the mcral-complescd durn- 
quinone ma!- arise from increased srabilit?- of the compks due to a decre=e in anti- 
bonding metal-carbon_c-I owriap in rhe.-r-back-bonding 310 combinations. The bending 
(S-i of the one carbon>-1 group out of the mean dicnz plant: in the tetramethyl-sub- 
&tuted c>-clopentadienone rin g in c’~cIopcntadien~-I-ie:ramtit~~~Ic~clo~r~tacfienoi~e- 
cobalt is not appreciabl!- larger than the symmetr>--identical distortions (6’) of the 
two carbon-1 group_; out of the mean plane of the other four okfinic ring carbcinz in 
the tstramethyI-:ubstituted quinoni- compks. 

The carbon:-l group.; in these ii\=_- and six-membered ring systems function s 
electron-~~ithdrawing “Gnkj” b\- dctreain g the ox-erail charge donated to the metal 
(both directlr- through decrea& g x-ia conju.gation in rile met&complexed state the 
charge contributtxl to the metal from the ,wbondin g olefinic carbons and indirectI!- 
through greater back-donation of rr-electron charge from the metal to the ring orbr- 
tsIs)_ Ijccawe of the directional nature of the metal orbitalj and the “&zrcl” orienta- 
titan of the two CO groups in the duroquinone &and. it ma_\- be expected that ~c;rC 
CO group in duroquinonc accepts a smal!er portion of charge from a given metal than 
the one CO group irr tetrameth!-!cyc!opentadienone thereby causing smaller decreae;cj 
in the carbon-osygcn bond order and in the carbonvi stretching frequency for t!x 
metal-complcsed duroquinone. 

Esamination of the carbon!-1 stretching frequencies of these compoun& rel-eak 
a decrease of 133 cm-1 in c>-clooctadiene-duroquinone-nickel (1553 cm-1)3 from that 
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in free duroquinone (16s~ CIII-~)~ TS. a decrease of 146 cm-1 in the tetramethyl- and 
tetraphen~lc~clopertadienone-c~-clopentadien~-l~ob~t compounds (both at r;6g 
cm-l)“*“” from that in free tetraphenylcyc!opentadienone (1~x5 cm-1)3. “-The I-alidity 
of such a comparison is limited in this case due to the presence of different metals 

and different ligands (i.e.. cyclooctadiene and cvclopentadienyl groups), both of which 

certainly may influence the carbony! frequenfies by different mixing of the group’s 
bonding and antibonding x-orbit&. It should be noted that the CO frequencies 

reported by Schrauzer and ThyreP for the other twvro-duroquinone nickel compleses 
are essentially in\-ariant ( - 1550 cm-l) to the diolefinic group present, but as espected 
bis(duroquinone)nickel lxx a higher CO frequency of 1577 cm-l. In any event our 
structural results, which do not conflict with the proposal made by SchrauzeP, 
suggest an approximateI>- similar charge distribution on the tetramethyl-substituted 

cyclopentadienone and quinone rin, n systems consistent with the essentiall?- equiv- 

alent distortions obserx-ed for these rings- 
The importance of the nature of the substituents on the ring is demonstrated by 

the much pester deformations of the carbon?1 _voups in the two perfluoromethyl 
cyclopentadienone metal complexes mentioned earlierx9. which ma>- result from in- 
crea_iwl localized bonding of the dicne s\-stem to the metal due to a eeater inductix-e 
or other electrical effect of the pertluoromethyl soups and/or greater jteric rep&ion 

of the5e bulkier goups. 
The idcoiizd C2r symmetr\- of the duroquinone fragment is demonstrated by 

an examination of the g pairs of crystallogaphicall>- independent distances and angles 
which must be equivalent in each half-molecule for this assumed symmetr>-. Eight of 
the nine pairs ha\-e differences within 2 c’s with onlv one pair of non-bonding cross 
ring dikmcea (i.c., C(6) _ _ .C(G!) i’s_ C(S) _. .C(S’)) diffeiing by ‘2-5 (T’S, which is still not 
;L significant difference. The average L-aluer; of these nine pairs of bond lengths and 

angle together with the standard deviation of the average are listed in Table 5 along 

with the other singly-detemlined ring parameters. _A comparison of these molecular 
parameters xith those of free duroquinone and quinone (also presented in Table 5) 

&on-s that the only realI>- Gviticant change in the quinone ring parameters upon 
intcracrion with rhc nickel, rtiids from the decreae of itlr-triizc-d symmetry from D-h 
to C1?,. due KO the carbonyl distortion, is a len_@hening of the C=C bond. The average 
double bond values of 1-33 _% in the free duroquinonel” and 1.322 + 0.00s _% in the 
free quinone IF ha\-e increrr_sed to I .ao - 0.01 _% in the nickel-complexed duroquinone. -._ 
The !en@hening of a conjugated olefinic bond to 140-146 _% upon coordination with 
a metal has been obserx-ed in a number of other complexes and is attributed to a 

decrease in therr-bond order of the oltfmic bond due to the interaction with the metal. 
The average C-C single bond distance of 1_45t 0.007 LX in the nickel complex 

is somewhat shorter than those found in free duroquinone16 (1.49 _%) and quinonely 
i1~77 _ 0.006 _A)_ The C-CH, distance of 1-5' t 0.007 _q is virtuall>- unchanged 

from that of 1-51 _A found in free duroquinone16. The average I-alues of IIT & 0.6" 

for the ring angle whose vertes is at the ketonic carbon and 131 5 0-4~ for the 

other inner carbon ring angle are esperimentallv equal to those in the two free 

quinones16*1y. 
The carbonyl bond length of 1.24 & 0.009 _x is in essence unaltered from those 

obsen-ed for free duroquinon@ (1.23 -4) and quinonel’ (I.222 f 0.00s A). A leyth- 
ening would be predicted on the basis of the previousI>- mentioned decrease in infra- 
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A COYPARISOS OF QCKSOSE DISTASCES* _CVD OF QUSOSE ASCLES 

r.+z_w!coc?adierz- duro- yuino72+ 

duroquinonc-nickel quinunels 

Distaancrs 
c=c 
c-c 
C-CH, 
C=O 

H,C...CH, 
I3’,C__.O 
M.__Jl 

-4 ngks 

c=c-c 
<-C-C 
C=C-CH, 
C-C-CH, 
C-c=0 

III.0 5 o._f= 
r Ii.5 2 0.6’ 
121s 2 O-3’ 
1x7.3 2 0-5: 
r2r.3 f 0.3” 

_ 11 denotrj the okfmic midooints. In the nickel compks the ring is presumed to have Car 
symmetq-. while the Iatter two r&s arc prcsumcd to ha\-e Dz ss-mmsry. 

red stretching frequenq-. ..A similar carbonpl bond Icn.qh of 1.23 5 0.01 -4 was found 
in c~clopentadien~-l-tetrrrmrth~Ic~ciopentadienone-cobalt~~. 

Of significance is the absence of any appreciable distortion of the structure of 
the 1.5~cyciooctadient fragment from that of t!le free 1 .+z-clooctadiene. _A comparison 
of moIecu!ar parameters obtained for the rin g in this comples with those obtained 
for .ga%ouj r.+zyciooctadiene in an electron difiracrion stud>- b!- Hedberg and Hed- 
ber,g” is given in TzbIc 6. Xiso given in this table arc the corresponding parameters 

for the r.j-cyclooctadienerings in themetrrlcompieses :C,H,,CuCII,and :C,H,2RhCI:, 
as determined from S-ra\- studies b\- \-an den Hende and B&d” and by Ibers and 
SnvdeP, respectiveI>-. For cIarit~- the foiIowin~ discussion G-ill refer to the ring atoms 

by-standard IT-.X nomcncIaturc -z designated in Table 6. 
-1 distincti\-e structural feature common to all of these compoundG-“4 (escept 

for -~C,H,,RhCI~“- rJ where the mqgnitudc of the errors does not permit such con- 

ckions) is the s’kewing of the ring and the resultant fdralizzd s>-mmetr?_ (and in the 
nickel complex, cFstalIographic symmetry) of C,. This skewing. iIlus_trated for the 
c:>-clooctadiene ring in the nickel cornpIes in Fig_ 3, may be visaiized ES a distortion 

from a rectangle composed of C,. C,. C7. and C, in which C, and CT move away from 

each other and toward the nickel. The resulting dihedral angIe between the plane 
conttining C,. C,. and C s and the plane conttining C7, C,. and C, is about IT.‘_ As a 
conxquence of this distortion, the non-bonding distance between the non-oIefinic 
carbons C,._.Ci of 3-70 i 0.026 _-% is almost 0.6 _=% greater than the non-bonding 
distance between the non-olefinic carbons C, _ _ _ C, of 3-11 5 0.029 _A. In the free X,5- 

cl;cIooctadiene ring=, the corresponding cross-ring distances of 3-131 and 325x5 -% are 

representative of a simi!ar skewing. Comparison of the non-bonding cross-ring dk- 
taxes between the oIefinic bonds in both the nickel comples (Fig. 3) and in the free 
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TABLE 6 

.i COXP.IRISOS OF I,y-ZYCLOOCTaDIESE DISTASCES (_.) ASD ASGLES- 

x.j-c~zioocfadieene x.5-c~cioocfadiene- r.j-c~cioocfadierte- r.s-cyloocfadiene 
(C, rr,*g sy?‘mm.)= duroquinone-Si Rh(2) chloride Cu(I) chloridz 

(C, ring 5ynrm.) (Cz, ring s_vmnz.)” (C, ring 5ywL)” 

c,c, 
C,-C, 
C,...C, 
c,._.c, 
C,...C, 
C,...C: 
c,_..c, 
C,...C, 
metat-C, 

met&-C5 

metal-C, 

metal-C, 
mc tal-S - - 

mctd-9” 
-\;...S’” 

=I zgzcs 

C,-c,c, 

c,-c,-c, 
c,-c,-c, 

‘-34’ 

I .502 (ax-.) 

l-554 
3.30’ 
3.31s 

3-o-ti 
3.131 
3.SI5 

3-191 

3.00 

l-315 * 0.013 
1.g10 5 o.or=j 

I_+3 2 0.016 

1.570 f 0.016 
3.205 & 0.023 
3_rS=j * o.ozj 
2.90s f 0.017 
3.1’4 f o.ozg 
3.699 4 0.026 
3.057 + 0.010 

z.oS6 1 0.010 

r.rr_$ ” O.OIO 

I .5)9’ 

2.91 

129-j -& 1.0’ 
116.2 71 t-xi 

x.+x 5 0.0x (ax-_) 
I.50 2 0.01 (a\--_) 

I.50 f o.oI (a\-.) 

I.$ f 0.01 (ax-.) 

2.12 5 0.03 

I IS’ (al-_) 

I I j” (ax-.) 

CJ-cdS 113.0 - 

S-metal-X1” 93.6’ 90; 9x.7’ 

_ I;or clarit\-, the atoms in this table are numbered according to IUC notation. These sub- 
scripted chcmi& desi~ztions z.xre rclatcd to the crystallographic notation as follows: 

CI - C(2) c, - (24) C, - Cj2Ij C, - Cf-)‘) 
cz .- C(3) c, - C(II) C, - C(31) G - C(r) 

** S anti X1 dcnotc the midpoints of the olcfinic bonds of the cylooctadiene. 

cycIooctadienP (i.~., 3.19 5 0.023 -3 2s. 3.21 + 0.023 _X in the cornpIes; 3.302 A ix. 
3-31s _% in the free organic molecule) shows essentiall>- no skewing in the unsaturated 
hydrocarbon part of the cyclooctadiene rin g in both complesed and uncomplesed 
forms. The consistent!- between the cross-ring distances in the nickel comples and 
those in the free cyclooctadiene leaves little doubt that tile skewing is the same in 
both compounds, and that this distortion is predominant for the non-olefinic carbons_ 

So obserx-ed lengthening of the olefinic bond occurs in the nickel complex. This 
bond iength is 1-33 5 0.01 A% in the complex and 1.31 L% in the free cycIooctadiene’~_ 
The 99-9 4; fiducial limits for the mean value in the metal complex are I.& and I -37 K. 
$0 there is less than a 0.1 y,b chance that the true value of this bond length can be 

greater than 1-37 _% Most prior S-ray results of unconjugated olefins bonded to metals 
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show a complexed olefinic bond length greater than 140 _A (e.g.. CsHs~iCsHsC9- 
(C02CH3)z~r. 145 2 0.02 -4; ;C,H,,CuC1~,=, 1.40 & 0.01 _$). However, thez large 
magnitude of Ien$hening over that of a normal double bond !ength of r-33 _% have 

6 5 

(a) 

Fig. 3. Three projcrtions of the 1.5- cycboctsdienc fragment iiiustrating the skcxing of the ring. 
The a:oms are tirsignated acc0rGir.g to ICC d&gnation. 

been qustiontxi in light of the relativeI>- smali decrea.iel; in C=C stretching frequencies 
upon compIesing~x_ Indeed, a recent low temperature S-ray redetermination with 
counter date of norbomadiene palladiumj II) chloride b\- Baenziger el ~zl.~?;, hs re- 

x-ealed that the unconjugated. metal-compkszd C =C bond length (formerI>- reporrcciz6 
a5 I-46 A) i5 r-37 & 0.01 _X_ 

The two approsimattI>- equal Gngie bon& adjacent to the oletinic bond (1.510 
I - o.orj -4. I.@ & 0.016 -4) have an a\-erage \-aluo of 1.52 _A, which is ciwe to those 
of I.502 _Ip (ax--j in free cl-clooctadient~, 2nd r-30 _A (ax-.. individual e.~.d_, 0.01 _A) in 

r.s-cyclooctadiene-cop&r chloride?. The x-aIue of 1.570 = 0.016 _% for the Gx$c 
bond non-adjacent to the doubIe bond agrees with those of r_ss_c _%, and I.$ _& (al-., 

indk-idual e-s-d_. 0.01 -5) in the free moleculr~ and the copper comp!c_d’, respecti\-eI\-. 

The ax-erage x-aIue of r-52 2 o-09 _a for all these single bon& reported for the rhodium 
cornpIes ties esperimentaiiy within the range defined by these other cyclooctadiene 
compound5 

The HC=CH-CH, an& adjacent to the doubIe bond in the nickel cornpIes 
of 129-3 & 1.0~ and x1.1 & 1.0’ are considerabl_ larger than the ot!rer. non-adjacent, 
HC-CH,-CH, ring angles of I 13-o + 1.0~ and 116.2 i I-I=, a woufd be espected in - 
a comparison of angk whose I-ertice2; are qr~si-sp~ carbons with angles whose x-ertices 
are quas+F carbons. It can be Seen that the skewing in the non-olefinic part of the 

ring k manife&ed in the different angles adjacent to the okfinic bond. 
Esamination of the angles +-en in Table G shows the al-erage \-alues of the 

adjacem HC=CH-CH,and non-adjacent HC-CH,-CH, angles in free cycIooctLdiene’3 
znd the rhodium”” and copper” complesez to be in good agreement with those of the 
nickel cornpIes. The onI>- reasonabl>- large difference occurs in the adjacent angle in 
~C,H,,CuW, which have an average va.iuez4 of 11s~. 

In the nickel comples, C,, C,, C,. and C, are coplanar within o-01 .A, whereas 
in the free cyclooctadien~ the carbons are distorted such that the plane of C,, C,, 
and Ct makes a dihedral angIe of IO" with the plane of C,. C,. and C,. This above 
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mean plane of the four carbons (i.e.. C,. Cx. C., C,) in cyclooctadiene-duroquinone- 
nickel forms a dihedral angle of 124~ with the mean plane of the four olefinic carbons 
(C,. C+ C,. C,) and of 6s” with its symmetry related plane of C,, C,, C,. and C7. 

In the nickel complex the two nickel-cyclooctadiene oletinic midpoint distances 

are required by the crystallographic two-fold to be identical (1.99 A). These distances 
were also found to be equivalent (2.00 & o-04 -4) in the rhodium compless; however, 
in the copper compIeP an inesplicable difference in the two metal-midpoint distances 
(2.05 and 2.22 _%) occurs_ 

The significantlv short oletinic bonds in the cyclooctadiene ring relative to those 
in the duroquinone r&g (Le.. 4.6 standard deviations difference) may imply weaker 
bonding from the nickel to the cyclooctadiene than to the duroquinone. Chemical 
evidence of this is pro\<ded by the fact that both the bis-duroquinone-nickel and the 

cyclooctadiene-duroquinone-nickel are \-ec- stable and are svnthesized bv the reaction 
of Si(CO), with the appropriate free ligandsr-3, whereas his-cvclooc;adiene-nickel is 
unstable and can be prepared or&- indirectly from the compound cyclododeca- 
x.5.gtricne-nickel(o)3. This difference in nickel-ligand bond strength would pre- 
sumabiy be due to the stabilization of the duroquinone-nickel bonds through extensive 
rr-ekctron back-bonding_ 

In presumed conflict with this is that the nickel is 0.12 _q closer to the olefinic 
bonds in the cyclooctadiene ring than to those in the duroquinone ring. -Although the 
metal-ring diitance has been uti!ized as a gauge of bond strengtP, this criterion 

alone U-ould imply stronger nickel-cyclooctadiene bonding than nickel-duroquinone 
bonciiny. If it is assumed for conceptual convenience that each metal-ring interaction 
rc-rults primaril>- from overlap of two tetrahedrall- I~>-bridizcd metal lobes with the 

corresponding -T-bonding molecular orbit& of each double bond, then this apparent 
conflict ma\- perhaps be rationalized. The normals to the .x-nodal planes of the two 
double bonds in duroquinone are essentialI>- parallel to each other and to the vector 

through the nickel and the centroids of each of the two rings, xhereas the normals of 
the twj -T-nodal plan- of the double bon& in cyclooctadiene are directed more nearl!- 
reward the nickel and form an angle with the abol-e nickel centroid vector (or with 
the intersecting vector parallel to itj of 56’. In the case of the nickel-duroquinone 
owr!ap, the two tetrahedral nickel orbit&;, which are oriented toward the midpoints 
of the two double bonds, intersect the-x-orbital5 at an angle of approsimately 125~ 
and az a distance of about OS _% from the double bonds. In order for the tetrahedral 
nickel orbitals to obtain significant overlap with the non-parallel c>-clooctadiene 
x-olelinic orbit&= (which make an angle of approsimately II?’ with each other), the 

nickel must lie closer to the cvclooctadiene ring. Hence, this effect, as U-ell as the 

difference in separations between the olefinic bonds in the two rings (i.e., 2234 _q for 
duroqGlone i’s_ 3.20 _i for c>-clooctadiene), su ggests that the difference in metal- 

olohn distances may be a consequence of the stereochemical configuration of the 
ligarids rather than a simple function of the metal-olefin bond strengths. 
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The structure of 1.5~cycboctadiene-duroquinone-nickel, C,H,ZSiC,H,,O,, has 
been determined from a three-dimensional X-ra_v analysis. The compound c?stallizes 
in a monoclinic unit ceil of symmetry Pzin and dimensions a = r_& -‘P, b = 7.95 _A, 
c: = +-IT _%. and 3 = g427’_ There are four molecuks per unit cell with each mole- 

cule Iocated on a crystallo,~phic two-fold asis. _A three-dimensional Ieat-squares 

refinement yielded a final unweighted discrepancy factor of R, = IOX !A_ Each 
discrete monomeric molecule consists of a nickel atom sandwiched between a boat- 
form r.j-cyclooctadiene ring and a duroquinone rin g-The two sets of parallel double 
bonds in the cyclooctadiene and duroquinone rings are perpendicular; the nickel 

therefore can be considered to possess an idealizd tetrahedral conf&ration. The 
c!-clooctadiene ring of C, s>-mmetr? shows significant skeletal skewing similar to 

that present in free 1.5~cyclooctadiene. where= the idcalizd I& symmetr>- of free 

duroquinorze is reduced to Czc in the nickel-complesed duroquinone due to a de- 

formation of the carbon-1 groups out of the plane of the ring. The detai!ed grometc 
of the rings, and the nature and implications of the bondin g are dixuswd with repect 

to related compleses. 
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